
ARTS @ ARTAUD 23 OCTOBER '13 

'Sophie' 10min 

This one-woman band can't restrain herself with fitting into any firm genre, rather using every part 

of the musical world to her advantage. In this set she will use her voice accompanied by a loop 

pedal to build up a lush orchestration for her unique untamed voice. 

'Treeo' 5min Short film 

Dance for man woman and tree.  

Choreography by Dagmar Dachauer, Film by Kristijonas Dirse. Music by Egle Matuzonyte. 

Dancers: Eveliina Raska, Simon Deschamps 

ʻAuraʼ 7min short film - Inbal 

An aura is a perceptual disturbance experienced by some migraine sufferers before a 

migraine headache, and the telltale sensation experienced by some people 

with epilepsy before or after a seizure. It often manifests as the perception of a strange 

light, an unpleasant smell or confusing thoughts or experiences. Some people experience 

aura without a subsequent migraine or seizure 

George Coates - Poetry 10 min  

 

 

 

 

Break (20min) 

2nd Part 

'The Seventh Proof'  15min 

Audiovisual live performance conducted by Martins Baumanis, played by Kristijonas Dirse, James 

Ratcliffe and Sophie Ellen Cunningham. Taking a chapter from the famous novel 'Master and 

Margarita', musicians mix, twist and turn their musical associations, creating a musical amalgam in 

an adventurous manner, being led by a text score and a conductor. 

 

Michelle De Jong 

Inspired by James Blake and AlunaGeorge, Michelle De Jong likes to mix up styles and fuse 

influences with her own signature style. A sweet innocent vocal tone, combined with an electronic 

edge makes her performances unique and interesting. 

  

Ricardo Cavani – Plutot la Pluie 

Intense drama with loads of action, and a proper plot twist! 



https://vimeo.com/29830380 

 

Broderick – musical theatre (confirmed) 15min  

Name of song: You and me but mostly me. A theatre lecturer with a flare for musicals. His strength 

in performance fixates audiences and keeps them entertained.  

'Raheem' 5min 

Gracious movement, the sounds of tabla and sitar and traditional Indian dress make up this elegant 

dance performance. 

 

'Bald Dog' -10min 

Consisting of James Ratcliffe (saxophone), Cameron Graham (drums) and Connor 

Foweraker(guitar) this band uses tight rhythms, ambiguous melodies and harmonies and a very 

groovy feel to let out the very essence of musicality. Bald dog, Bald dog, Bald dog. 

 

Presenter: Tessa and Connor  

Rachel, Elijah, Katie – Bar. 

Rob,Sophie – FOH 

Sound – Will, Graeme, Clare 

Kris – Light, Video 
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